
 

  

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-001 

DIMENSIONS: 96.5cm (Width) 97cm (Depth) 7.5cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 

 

 

尺寸規格：闊 96.5cm 深 97cm 高 7.5cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

2022.01.25 



por 

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-001 

 

Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2112-001 

An imitation of Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made in Qianlong Period. In the heart of the plate, a four-clawed Dragon is painted in blue and white lines, leaping 

among the auspicious clouds. The momentum is majestic. The plate is decorated with a blue-and-white seawater pattern on the folded rim and a cycle of cliff and wave patterns on the outer wall.  The blue and white 

pattern is richly colored with a uniform emerald blue color. The entire vessel is painted in a majestic style, imposing and dominating. The transition among the various groups of patterns is natural and interrelated, and 

the pieces are integrated as if the sea is surging and pounding on the cliffs, and the flying Dragon is dancing and wandering among the auspicious clouds, giving a vivid impression. The glaze applied on the large plate is 

thick and lustrous, and touches like jade. The dish is inscribed with an inscription in blue and white, specifically, six Chinese characters in three lines in Seal Script, reading "Made during the reign of Emperor Qianlong of 

the Qing Dynasty”.  

This exquisite blue-and-white plate with a heavy relief Dragon design is one of a set of nine Dragon plates, and was reproduced from a top-quality imperial ceramic. This item features a fine, dense and firm boroughcast, 

exquisite production, bright and lustrous glaze like jade, pure and flawless white glaze, with a slight shimmer of green in the white. The blue and white color is graceful and elegant, warm and transparent. 

Market price: USD 16,800-19,400 

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2112-001 

仿清乾隆青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤，盤心青花雙弦線內繪四爪蒼龍，躍然淩於祥雲之間。氣勢磅礴。大盤折沿處飾青花海水紋，外壁飾江崖海水紋一周。青花發色濃豔，勻淨翠藍。整器畫風雄渾，威嚴霸氣。各組紋飾之間過渡自

然，又相互關聯，畫片聯起觀之仿佛海水澎湃撲打海崖之上，飛龍旋舞遊走祥雲之間，氣韻生動。大盤釉汁肥厚瑩潤，撫之敦和如玉。盤心內青花書“大清乾隆年制”六字三行篆書款。 

此件精美青花重浮雕龍紋大盤為一套九件龍盤的其中一件,並仿製於極高級別的極品官樣禦瓷。 

本品胎質細密堅致，製作精美，釉面光亮瑩潤如玉，白釉純淨無瑕，白中微閃青，青花色澤靚麗典雅，溫潤透明。 

市場價值：USD 16,800-19,400 元 

 

2022.01.25 

尺寸規格：闊 96.5cm 深 97cm 高 7.5cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

DIMENSIONS: 96.5cm (Width) 97cm (Depth) 7.5cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 
 



 

  

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-002 

DIMENSIONS: 96cm (Width) 96cm (Depth) 8cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 

 

 

尺寸規格：闊 96cm 深 96cm 高 8cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

2022.01.25 



 

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-002 

 

Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2112-002 

An imitation of Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made in Qianlong Period. In the heart of the plate, a four-clawed Dragon is painted in blue and white lines, leaping 

among the auspicious clouds. The momentum is majestic. The plate is decorated with a blue-and-white seawater pattern on the folded rim and a cycle of cliff and wave patterns on the outer wall.  The blue and white 

pattern is richly colored with a uniform emerald blue color. The entire vessel is painted in a majestic style, imposing and dominating. The transition among the various groups of patterns is natural and interrelated, and 

the pieces are integrated as if the sea is surging and pounding on the cliffs, and the flying Dragon is dancing and wandering among the auspicious clouds, giving a vivid impression. The glaze applied on the large plate is 

thick and lustrous, and touches like jade. The dish is inscribed with an inscription in blue and white, specifically, six Chinese characters in three lines in Seal Script, reading "Made during the reign of Emperor Qianlong of 

the Qing Dynasty”.  

This exquisite blue-and-white plate with a heavy relief Dragon design is one of a set of nine Dragon plates, and was reproduced from a top-quality imperial ceramic. This item features a fine, dense and firm boroughcast, 

exquisite production, bright and lustrous glaze like jade, pure and flawless white glaze, with a slight shimmer of green in the white. The blue and white color is graceful and elegant, warm and transparent. 

Market price: USD 16,800-19,400 

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2112-002 

仿清乾隆青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤，盤心青花雙弦線內繪四爪蒼龍，躍然淩於祥雲之間。氣勢磅礴。大盤折沿處飾青花海水紋，外壁飾江崖海水紋一周。青花發色濃豔，勻淨翠藍。整器畫風雄渾，威嚴霸氣。各組紋飾之間過渡自

然，又相互關聯，畫片聯起觀之仿佛海水澎湃撲打海崖之上，飛龍旋舞遊走祥雲之間，氣韻生動。大盤釉汁肥厚瑩潤，撫之敦和如玉。盤心內青花書“大清乾隆年制”六字三行篆書款。 

此件精美青花重浮雕龍紋大盤為一套九件龍盤的其中一件,並仿製於極高級別的極品官樣禦瓷。 

本品胎質細密堅致，製作精美，釉面光亮瑩潤如玉，白釉純淨無瑕，白中微閃青，青花色澤靚麗典雅，溫潤透明。 

市場價值：USD 16,800-19,400 元 

 

2022.01.25 

尺寸規格：闊 96cm 深 96cm 高 8cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盘 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

DIMENSIONS: 96cm (Width) 96cm (Depth) 8cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 
 



 

  

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-003 

DIMENSIONS: 94cm (Width) 94.5cm (Depth) 7.8cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 

 

 

尺寸規格：闊 94cm 深 94.5cm 高 7.8cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

2022.01.25 



 

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-003 

 

Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2112-003 

An imitation of Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made in Qianlong Period. In the heart of the plate, a four-clawed Dragon is painted in blue and white lines, leaping 

among the auspicious clouds. The momentum is majestic. The plate is decorated with a blue-and-white seawater pattern on the folded rim and a cycle of cliff and wave patterns on the outer wall.  The blue and white 

pattern is richly colored with a uniform emerald blue color. The entire vessel is painted in a majestic style, imposing and dominating. The transition among the various groups of patterns is natural and interrelated, and 

the pieces are integrated as if the sea is surging and pounding on the cliffs, and the flying Dragon is dancing and wandering among the auspicious clouds, giving a vivid impression. The glaze applied on the large plate is 

thick and lustrous, and touches like jade. The dish is inscribed with an inscription in blue and white, specifically, six Chinese characters in three lines in Seal Script, reading "Made during the reign of Emperor Qianlong of 

the Qing Dynasty”.  

This exquisite blue-and-white plate with a heavy relief Dragon design is one of a set of nine Dragon plates, and was reproduced from a top-quality imperial ceramic. This item features a fine, dense and firm boroughcast, 

exquisite production, bright and lustrous glaze like jade, pure and flawless white glaze, with a slight shimmer of green in the white. The blue and white color is graceful and elegant, warm and transparent. 

Market price: USD 16,800-19,400 

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2112-003 

仿清乾隆青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤，盤心青花雙弦線內繪四爪蒼龍，躍然淩於祥雲之間。氣勢磅礴。大盤折沿處飾青花海水紋，外壁飾江崖海水紋一周。青花發色濃豔，勻淨翠藍。整器畫風雄渾，威嚴霸氣。各組紋飾之間過渡自

然，又相互關聯，畫片聯起觀之仿佛海水澎湃撲打海崖之上，飛龍旋舞遊走祥雲之間，氣韻生動。大盤釉汁肥厚瑩潤，撫之敦和如玉。盤心內青花書“大清乾隆年制”六字三行篆書款。 

此件精美青花重浮雕龍紋大盤為一套九件龍盤的其中一件,並仿製於極高級別的極品官樣禦瓷。 

本品胎質細密堅致，製作精美，釉面光亮瑩潤如玉，白釉純淨無瑕，白中微閃青，青花色澤靚麗典雅，溫潤透明。 

市場價值：USD 16,800-19,400 元 

 

2022.01.25 

尺寸規格：闊 94cm 深 94.5cm 高 7.8cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

DIMENSIONS: 94cm (Width) 94.5cm (Depth) 7.8cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 
 



 

  

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-004 

DIMENSIONS: 97cm (Width) 96.5cm (Depth) 7cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 

 

 

尺寸規格：闊 97cm 深 96.5cm 高 7cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

2022.01.25 



 

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-004 

 

Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2112-004 

An imitation of Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made in Qianlong Period. In the heart of the plate, a four-clawed Dragon is painted in blue and white lines, leaping 

among the auspicious clouds. The momentum is majestic. The plate is decorated with a blue-and-white seawater pattern on the folded rim and a cycle of cliff and wave patterns on the outer wall.  The blue and white 

pattern is richly colored with a uniform emerald blue color. The entire vessel is painted in a majestic style, imposing and dominating. The transition among the various groups of patterns is natural and interrelated, and 

the pieces are integrated as if the sea is surging and pounding on the cliffs, and the flying Dragon is dancing and wandering among the auspicious clouds, giving a vivid impression. The glaze applied on the large plate is 

thick and lustrous, and touches like jade. The dish is inscribed with an inscription in blue and white, specifically, six Chinese characters in three lines in Seal Script, reading "Made during the reign of Emperor Qianlong of 

the Qing Dynasty”.  

This exquisite blue-and-white plate with a heavy relief Dragon design is one of a set of nine Dragon plates, and was reproduced from a top-quality imperial ceramic. This item features a fine, dense and firm boroughcast, 

exquisite production, bright and lustrous glaze like jade, pure and flawless white glaze, with a slight shimmer of green in the white. The blue and white color is graceful and elegant, warm and transparent. 

Market price: USD 16,800-19,400 

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2112-004 

仿清乾隆青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤，盤心青花雙弦線內繪四爪蒼龍，躍然淩於祥雲之間。氣勢磅礴。大盤折沿處飾青花海水紋，外壁飾江崖海水紋一周。青花發色濃豔，勻淨翠藍。整器畫風雄渾，威嚴霸氣。各組紋飾之間過渡自

然，又相互關聯，畫片聯起觀之仿佛海水澎湃撲打海崖之上，飛龍旋舞遊走祥雲之間，氣韻生動。大盤釉汁肥厚瑩潤，撫之敦和如玉。盤心內青花書“大清乾隆年制”六字三行篆書款。 

此件精美青花重浮雕龍紋大盤為一套九件龍盤的其中一件,並仿製於極高級別的極品官樣禦瓷。 

本品胎質細密堅致，製作精美，釉面光亮瑩潤如玉，白釉純淨無瑕，白中微閃青，青花色澤靚麗典雅，溫潤透明。 

市場價值：USD 16,800-19,400 元 

 

2022.01.25 

尺寸規格：闊 97cm 深 96.5cm 高 7cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

DIMENSIONS: 97cm (Width) 96.5cm (Depth) 7cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 
 



 

  

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-005 

DIMENSIONS: 98cm (Width) 98cm (Depth) 7.5cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 

 

 

尺寸規格：闊 98cm 深 98cm 高 7.5cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

2022.01.25 



 

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-005 

 

Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2112-005 

An imitation of Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made in Qianlong Period. In the heart of the plate, a four-clawed Dragon is painted in blue and white lines, leaping 

among the auspicious clouds. The momentum is majestic. The plate is decorated with a blue-and-white seawater pattern on the folded rim and a cycle of cliff and wave patterns on the outer wall.  The blue and white 

pattern is richly colored with a uniform emerald blue color. The entire vessel is painted in a majestic style, imposing and dominating. The transition among the various groups of patterns is natural and interrelated, and 

the pieces are integrated as if the sea is surging and pounding on the cliffs, and the flying Dragon is dancing and wandering among the auspicious clouds, giving a vivid impression. The glaze applied on the large plate is 

thick and lustrous, and touches like jade. The dish is inscribed with an inscription in blue and white, specifically, six Chinese characters in three lines in Seal Script, reading "Made during the reign of Emperor Qianlong of 

the Qing Dynasty”.  

This exquisite blue-and-white plate with a heavy relief Dragon design is one of a set of nine Dragon plates, and was reproduced from a top-quality imperial ceramic. This item features a fine, dense and firm boroughcast, 

exquisite production, bright and lustrous glaze like jade, pure and flawless white glaze, with a slight shimmer of green in the white. The blue and white color is graceful and elegant, warm and transparent. 

Market price: USD 16,800-19,400 

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2112-005 

仿清乾隆青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤，盤心青花雙弦線內繪四爪蒼龍，躍然淩於祥雲之間。氣勢磅礴。大盤折沿處飾青花海水紋，外壁飾江崖海水紋一周。青花發色濃豔，勻淨翠藍。整器畫風雄渾，威嚴霸氣。各組紋飾之間過渡自

然，又相互關聯，畫片聯起觀之仿佛海水澎湃撲打海崖之上，飛龍旋舞遊走祥雲之間，氣韻生動。大盤釉汁肥厚瑩潤，撫之敦和如玉。盤心內青花書“大清乾隆年制”六字三行篆書款。 

此件精美青花重浮雕龍紋大盤為一套九件龍盤的其中一件,並仿製於極高級別的極品官樣禦瓷。 

本品胎質細密堅致，製作精美，釉面光亮瑩潤如玉，白釉純淨無瑕，白中微閃青，青花色澤靚麗典雅，溫潤透明。 

市場價值：USD 16,800-19,400 元 

 

2022.01.25 

尺寸規格：闊 98cm 深 98cm 高 7.5cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

DIMENSIONS: 98cm (Width) 98cm (Depth) 7.5cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 
 



 

  

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-006 

DIMENSIONS: 96cm (Width) 96cm (Depth) 8cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 

 

 

尺寸規格：闊 96cm 深 96cm 高 8cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

2022.01.25 



 

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-006 

 

Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2112-006 

An imitation of Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made in Qianlong Period. In the heart of the plate, a four-clawed Dragon is painted in blue and white lines, leaping 

among the auspicious clouds. The momentum is majestic. The plate is decorated with a blue-and-white seawater pattern on the folded rim and a cycle of cliff and wave patterns on the outer wall.  The blue and white 

pattern is richly colored with a uniform emerald blue color. The entire vessel is painted in a majestic style, imposing and dominating. The transition among the various groups of patterns is natural and interrelated, and 

the pieces are integrated as if the sea is surging and pounding on the cliffs, and the flying Dragon is dancing and wandering among the auspicious clouds, giving a vivid impression. The glaze applied on the large plate is 

thick and lustrous, and touches like jade. The dish is inscribed with an inscription in blue and white, specifically, six Chinese characters in three lines in Seal Script, reading "Made during the reign of Emperor Qianlong of 

the Qing Dynasty”.  

This exquisite blue-and-white plate with a heavy relief Dragon design is one of a set of nine Dragon plates, and was reproduced from a top-quality imperial ceramic. This item features a fine, dense and firm boroughcast, 

exquisite production, bright and lustrous glaze like jade, pure and flawless white glaze, with a slight shimmer of green in the white. The blue and white color is graceful and elegant, warm and transparent. 

Market price: USD 16,800-19,400 

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2112-006 

仿清乾隆青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤，盤心青花雙弦線內繪四爪蒼龍，躍然淩於祥雲之間。氣勢磅礴。大盤折沿處飾青花海水紋，外壁飾江崖海水紋一周。青花發色濃豔，勻淨翠藍。整器畫風雄渾，威嚴霸氣。各組紋飾之間過渡自

然，又相互關聯，畫片聯起觀之仿佛海水澎湃撲打海崖之上，飛龍旋舞遊走祥雲之間，氣韻生動。大盤釉汁肥厚瑩潤，撫之敦和如玉。盤心內青花書“大清乾隆年制”六字三行篆書款。 

此件精美青花重浮雕龍紋大盤為一套九件龍盤的其中一件,並仿製於極高級別的極品官樣禦瓷。 

本品胎質細密堅致，製作精美，釉面光亮瑩潤如玉，白釉純淨無瑕，白中微閃青，青花色澤靚麗典雅，溫潤透明。 

市場價值：USD 16,800-19,400 元 

 

2022.01.25 

尺寸規格：闊 96cm 深 96cm 高 8cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

DIMENSIONS: 96cm (Width) 96cm (Depth) 8cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 
 



 

  

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-007 

DIMENSIONS: 96cm (Width) 95.5cm (Depth) 7.8cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 

 

 

尺寸規格：闊 96cm 深 95.5cm 高 7.8cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

2022.01.25 



 

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-007 

 

Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2112-007 

An imitation of Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made in Qianlong Period. In the heart of the plate, a four-clawed Dragon is painted in blue and white lines, leaping 

among the auspicious clouds. The momentum is majestic. The plate is decorated with a blue-and-white seawater pattern on the folded rim and a cycle of cliff and wave patterns on the outer wall.  The blue and white 

pattern is richly colored with a uniform emerald blue color. The entire vessel is painted in a majestic style, imposing and dominating. The transition among the various groups of patterns is natural and interrelated, and 

the pieces are integrated as if the sea is surging and pounding on the cliffs, and the flying Dragon is dancing and wandering among the auspicious clouds, giving a vivid impression. The glaze applied on the large plate is 

thick and lustrous, and touches like jade. The dish is inscribed with an inscription in blue and white, specifically, six Chinese characters in three lines in Seal Script, reading "Made during the reign of Emperor Qianlong of 

the Qing Dynasty”.  

This exquisite blue-and-white plate with a heavy relief Dragon design is one of a set of nine Dragon plates, and was reproduced from a top-quality imperial ceramic. This item features a fine, dense and firm boroughcast, 

exquisite production, bright and lustrous glaze like jade, pure and flawless white glaze, with a slight shimmer of green in the white. The blue and white color is graceful and elegant, warm and transparent. 

Market price: USD 16,800-19,400 

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2112-007 

仿清乾隆青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤，盤心青花雙弦線內繪四爪蒼龍，躍然淩於祥雲之間。氣勢磅礴。大盤折沿處飾青花海水紋，外壁飾江崖海水紋一周。青花發色濃豔，勻淨翠藍。整器畫風雄渾，威嚴霸氣。各組紋飾之間過渡自

然，又相互關聯，畫片聯起觀之仿佛海水澎湃撲打海崖之上，飛龍旋舞遊走祥雲之間，氣韻生動。大盤釉汁肥厚瑩潤，撫之敦和如玉。盤心內青花書“大清乾隆年制”六字三行篆書款。 

此件精美青花重浮雕龍紋大盤為一套九件龍盤的其中一件,並仿製於極高級別的極品官樣禦瓷。 

本品胎質細密堅致，製作精美，釉面光亮瑩潤如玉，白釉純淨無瑕，白中微閃青，青花色澤靚麗典雅，溫潤透明。 

市場價值：USD 16,800-19,400 元 

 

2022.01.25 

尺寸規格：闊 96cm 深 95.5cm 高 7.8cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

DIMENSIONS: 96cm (Width) 95.5cm (Depth) 7.8cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 
 



 

  

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-008 

DIMENSIONS: 96cm (Width) 96cm (Depth) 7cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 

 

 

尺寸規格：闊 96cm 深 96cm 高 7cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

2022.01.25 



 

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-008 

 

Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2112-008 

An imitation of Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made in Qianlong Period. In the heart of the plate, a four-clawed Dragon is painted in blue and white lines, leaping 

among the auspicious clouds. The momentum is majestic. The plate is decorated with a blue-and-white seawater pattern on the folded rim and a cycle of cliff and wave patterns on the outer wall.  The blue and white 

pattern is richly colored with a uniform emerald blue color. The entire vessel is painted in a majestic style, imposing and dominating. The transition among the various groups of patterns is natural and interrelated, and 

the pieces are integrated as if the sea is surging and pounding on the cliffs, and the flying Dragon is dancing and wandering among the auspicious clouds, giving a vivid impression. The glaze applied on the large plate is 

thick and lustrous, and touches like jade. The dish is inscribed with an inscription in blue and white, specifically, six Chinese characters in three lines in Seal Script, reading "Made during the reign of Emperor Qianlong of 

the Qing Dynasty”.  

This exquisite blue-and-white plate with a heavy relief Dragon design is one of a set of nine Dragon plates, and was reproduced from a top-quality imperial ceramic. This item features a fine, dense and firm boroughcast, 

exquisite production, bright and lustrous glaze like jade, pure and flawless white glaze, with a slight shimmer of green in the white. The blue and white color is graceful and elegant, warm and transparent. 

Market price: USD 16,800-19,400 

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2112-008 

仿清乾隆青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤，盤心青花雙弦線內繪四爪蒼龍，躍然淩於祥雲之間。氣勢磅礴。大盤折沿處飾青花海水紋，外壁飾江崖海水紋一周。青花發色濃豔，勻淨翠藍。整器畫風雄渾，威嚴霸氣。各組紋飾之間過渡自

然，又相互關聯，畫片聯起觀之仿佛海水澎湃撲打海崖之上，飛龍旋舞遊走祥雲之間，氣韻生動。大盤釉汁肥厚瑩潤，撫之敦和如玉。盤心內青花書“大清乾隆年制”六字三行篆書款。 

此件精美青花重浮雕龍紋大盤為一套九件龍盤的其中一件,並仿製於極高級別的極品官樣禦瓷。 

本品胎質細密堅致，製作精美，釉面光亮瑩潤如玉，白釉純淨無瑕，白中微閃青，青花色澤靚麗典雅，溫潤透明。 

市場價值：USD 16,800-19,400 元 

 

2022.01.25 

尺寸規格：闊 96cm 深 96cm 高 7cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

DIMENSIONS: 96cm (Width) 96cm (Depth) 7cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 
 



 

  

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-009 

DIMENSIONS: 97cm (Width) 96.8cm (Depth) 8cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 

 

 

尺寸規格：闊 97cm 深 96.8cm 高 8cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

2022.01.25 



 

證書編號 Certificate Number: CIMB-CAP-2112-009 

 

Brief Description of CIMB-CAP-2112-009 

An imitation of Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made in Qianlong Period. In the heart of the plate, a four-clawed Dragon is painted in blue and white lines, leaping 

among the auspicious clouds. The momentum is majestic. The plate is decorated with a blue-and-white seawater pattern on the folded rim and a cycle of cliff and wave patterns on the outer wall.  The blue and white 

pattern is richly colored with a uniform emerald blue color. The entire vessel is painted in a majestic style, imposing and dominating. The transition among the various groups of patterns is natural and interrelated, and 

the pieces are integrated as if the sea is surging and pounding on the cliffs, and the flying Dragon is dancing and wandering among the auspicious clouds, giving a vivid impression. The glaze applied on the large plate is 

thick and lustrous, and touches like jade. The dish is inscribed with an inscription in blue and white, specifically, six Chinese characters in three lines in Seal Script, reading "Made during the reign of Emperor Qianlong of 

the Qing Dynasty”.  

This exquisite blue-and-white plate with a heavy relief Dragon design is one of a set of nine Dragon plates, and was reproduced from a top-quality imperial ceramic. This item features a fine, dense and firm boroughcast, 

exquisite production, bright and lustrous glaze like jade, pure and flawless white glaze, with a slight shimmer of green in the white. The blue and white color is graceful and elegant, warm and transparent. 

Market price: USD 16,800-19,400 

產品簡述：CIMB-CAP-2112-009 

仿清乾隆青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤，盤心青花雙弦線內繪四爪蒼龍，躍然淩於祥雲之間。氣勢磅礴。大盤折沿處飾青花海水紋，外壁飾江崖海水紋一周。青花發色濃豔，勻淨翠藍。整器畫風雄渾，威嚴霸氣。各組紋飾之間過渡自

然，又相互關聯，畫片聯起觀之仿佛海水澎湃撲打海崖之上，飛龍旋舞遊走祥雲之間，氣韻生動。大盤釉汁肥厚瑩潤，撫之敦和如玉。盤心內青花書“大清乾隆年制”六字三行篆書款。 

此件精美青花重浮雕龍紋大盤為一套九件龍盤的其中一件,並仿製於極高級別的極品官樣禦瓷。 

本品胎質細密堅致，製作精美，釉面光亮瑩潤如玉，白釉純淨無瑕，白中微閃青，青花色澤靚麗典雅，溫潤透明。 

市場價值：USD 16,800-19,400 元 

 

2022.01.25 

尺寸規格：闊 97cm 深 96.8cm 高 8cm 

名稱：「乾隆年製」款青花重浮雕海水龍紋折沿大盤 

2022 年 01 月 25 日 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

DIMENSIONS: 97cm (Width) 96.8cm (Depth) 8cm (Height) 

NAME: Blue-and-white Large Plate with Folding Rim and Sea Wave 

and Dragon in Heavy Relief Made during the Reign of Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty 
 


